Evaluation of *Chlamydia Pneumoniae* IgG in a Sample of Rheumatoid Arthritis Patients
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Abstract
Thirty serum samples of patients suffering from rheumatoid arthritis after screening of rheumatoid factor, C-reactive protein and ESR were collected and including in present study to detect the IgG antibody against *Chlamydia pneumoniae* by ELISA test. The results showed only 2(6%) patients had seropositive of *C. pneumoniae*, this lead to suggest that *C. pneumoniae* may be one of the etiological or trigger factor in patients of rheumatoid arthritis.
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Introduction
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic progressive inflammatory condition that might be infective in origin [1,2].

The patients with RA have been shown to have an increase susceptibility to development of an infection. The exact cause of this increased risk is unknown, but may be relate to immunological disturbances association with disease or to the immune suppressive effects of agents used in its treatment [3, 4].

Abnormal joints structure may be allowed the microorganisms to escape normal local phagocytosis [5]. *Chlamydia pneumoniae* is a
trigger factor in approximately 10% of patients with acute reactive arthritis [6]. \textit{C. pneumoniae} could be found in persisted state in the synovium and that it too may be involved in joint pathogenesis [1, 7, 8].

\textit{Chlamydia pneumoniae} may play a role in secondary infection of inflamed joint or it may be causal and may be a factor in chronic RA [9, 10, 11]. Also \textit{C. pneumonia} infection was significantly associated with chronic cardiocdisease and other chronic disease and the role of acute to adverse clinical outcome was evident by high percentage of sero-positivity among PCR positives, although INFN-γ alone had a role to play in development of cardiac disease and other chronic inflammation, its values were further enhanced due to recurrent \textit{C. pneumonia} infection [12]. Another study found that persistently but not transiently elevated \textit{C. pneumonia} IgA and hHsp60 IgA antibody, especially when present together with an elevated CRP level, predicted inflammation event [13]. Others found that the evidence of association between \textit{C. pneumonia} IgG seropositivity and risk of future myocardial infarction [14]. And other study found that the age with the serological diagnosis of recent \textit{C. pneumonia} infection becomes increasingly prone to false – positive results unless sera are routinely absorbed prior to microimmuno - fluorescence IgM testing [15]. \textit{C. pneumonia} used the immune cells as a carrier for breaching the blood tissue barriers, and potential cause of chronic persistant infections [16]. \textit{C. pneumonia} infection did not a triggering or progressive effect on the clinical situation of juvenile idiopathic arthritis etiopathogenesis, as a result of multifactorial etiology, therefore PCR are needed to confirm their result [17]. \textit{C. pneumonia} is frequently present in non-rheumatic aortic valve stenosis-similarly, the high number of \textit{C. pneumonia} infections detected in the early lesions of degenerative aortic valve stenosis suggest that this pathogen may play an etiological role in the development of disease [18].

**Material and Methods**

Thirty patients of RA were examined clinically and screening test like Rheumatoid factor (RF) by latex test from Human Company (Germany), C – reactive protein (CRP) by latex test from Human Company (Germany), and Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), comparing with twenty apparently healthy persons, anti-\textit{C. pneumoniae} IgG antibody were done for each serum samples by ELISA method according to Euroimmune Company (Germany).

**Statistical Analysis**

The data are expressed as mean ± SE, Student T- test was used to determine the significant differences between studied groups by using computer program SPSS version 13.0, statistical significant was consider at P ≤ 0.05.

**Results and Discussion**

The result of ESR in patients of present study showed significant differences (P ≤ 0.05). ESR in patients group was 50 ± 0.2 mm/hr. while in control group was 7 ± 0.1 mm/hr..

The results of CRP and RF which recorded positive result in all patients. Anti- \textit{Chlamydia pneumonia} IgG antibody was 2(6%) in RA patients, while negative in healthy group, this lead to suggest that \textit{C. pneumoniae} can be one of the etiological agents in RA patients, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Patients group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESR</td>
<td>50 ± 0.2</td>
<td>7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti- \textit{C. pneumoniae} IgG antibody</td>
<td>6 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Another study demonstrated that patients with RA may have lower resistance to infections and RA patients which received corticosteroids did have a higher incidence of infection [19].

There are several factors include marker disease severity, comorbidities, leukopenia, increasing age and corticosteroid therapy to show the relationship between infection and RA and may help to prospectively identify high risk patients, facilitating extra vigilance and implementation of preventive strategies in RA patients [20, 21]. Another demonstrated that the etiology of chronic immuno – inflammatory disease including rheumatoid arthritis (RA), multiple sclerosis (MS), systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and althero sclerosis, had multiple factors are involved in the development of such pathogens, including genetic and environmental factor. The etiology of immuno-inflammatory disease and the possibility of a persistant antigenic stimulus arising from infection cannot confirmed. At the cellular level, chronic infection is characterized by infiltration of immuno-inflammatory cell into the target tissue which mostly precedes tissue damage [22]. A recent advance in the modification and standardization of polymerase chain reaction techniques give promise to identify Chlamydia move frequently from joint. The role of HLA-B27 had a role in pathogenesis of disease. HLA-B27 should be considered a risk factor for chronic disease [23].

The results of present study lead to suggest that C. pneumoniae may be a risk or trigging factor in patients with Rheumatoid arthritis.
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